Since its inception in 1971, as the *Journal of Narrative Technique*, the *JNT* has provided a forum for the theoretical exploration of individual narrative texts. Building on the strengths of the original *JNT*, the editors of the *Journal of Narrative Theory* now seek essays that address the intersections between narrative, history, technology, ideology, and culture. The editors are particularly interested in essays that rethink narrative theory.
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- Pre-Modern to Modern Humanism: The BABEL Project
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- Travel and the Body
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Per Year Subscriptions:
- Individuals $20
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Department of English Language and Literature
Eastern Michigan University
612 Pray-Harrold Hall
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
Phone: (734) 487-3175
Fax: (734) 487-9695
Tulsa Studies in Women’s Literature

Silver Jubilee Issue:
What We Have Done & Where We Are Going
Volume 26, Number 1, Spring 2007

With essays by Shari Benstock, Maram Epstein, Elizabeth Deeds Ermrath, Frances Smith Foster, Judith P. Hallett, Holly Laird, Carla Mulford, Felicity Nussbaum, Mary Louise Pratt, Elizabeth Robertson, Lillian Robinson, Susan Staves, Hilary Wyss, and others...

TSWL is the first journal devoted solely to women’s literature. For twenty-five years it has published ground-breaking articles, notes, research, and reviews of literary, historicist, and theoretical work by established and emerging scholars in the field of women’s literature and feminist theory. TSWL is two-time winner of the Council of Editors of Learned Journals (CELJ) Award for Special Issue. Recent issues still available are “Editing Early Modern Women Writers” (Fall 2003), “Where in the World is Transnational Feminism?” (Spring 2004), and “The Feminist Legacy of Carolyn Heilbrun” (Fall 2005).

Now online with JSTOR
Coming online with ProjectMUSE in 2007

www.utulsa.edu/tswl

TSWL, University of Tulsa
600 South College Avenue, Tulsa, OK 74104
918.631.2503
cwll@utulsa.edu
LEFT CURVE

“Redemption looks to the small figure in the on-going catastrophe.” — Benjamin

Left Curve is an artist-produced open, critical journal that addresses the problem(s) of cultural forms, emerging from the crisis of modernity, that strive to be independent from the control of dominant institutions, and free from the shackles of instrumental rationality. Each issue is a mix of traditional and/or experimental essays, graphics, photography, visual/verbal art, poems, fiction, documents, reviews, etc.

COVERING ISSUES SUCH AS:
• “War & Terror” • (Anti)Globalization • Commodity Spectacles •
• Tradition vs. Modernity • Critiques of Postmodernism •
• (New) Technologies • Ecological crises • Cultural Identity •
• Post-communist culture • Resistances to Neo-liberalism
• Who are we, where are we going...?

Current Issue:
No. 31


Jack Hirschman: All That's Left (poem).

144pp.

One Copy: $12 Indiv. For overseas orders add: $12 for postage Subs: $35 (3 issues)
$20 Inst. (subscription), or $4 per issue $50(Instit.)

For a list of published issues, orders, submissions and correspondence please write to:
LEFT CURVE
PO Box 472-0472
Oakland, CA 94604
email: editor@leftcurve.org Web: www.leftcurve.org
Diaspora is dedicated to the multidisciplinary study of the history, culture, social structure, politics and economics of both the traditional diasporas – Armenian, Greek, and Jewish – and those transnational dispersions which in the past three decades have chosen to identify themselves as ‘diasporas.’ These encompass groups ranging from the African-American to the Ukrainian-Canadian, from the Caribbean-British to the new East and South Asian diasporas.
SubStance is important to you. But don’t take our word for it...

“SubStance (is) one of the most influential journals of theory and criticism in the United States”
— Le Monde

“SubStance has acquired the reputation of an exciting and innovative journal and as a vehicle of French avant-garde thought.”
— The Modern Language Journal

“SubStance has played an essential role in the elaboration of a new and rigorous thinking in philosophy, literature, psychoanalysis, the human sciences, the discourse on art in general as much in the United States as in France. SubStance has become a work of reference for all those who study and create in these fields.”
— Jacques Derrida

A review of theory and literary criticism
SubStance has a long-standing reputation for publishing innovative work on literature and culture. While its main focus has been on French literature and continental theory, the journal is renowned for its openness to original thinking in all the disciplines that intersect with literature, including philosophy, natural and social sciences, and the arts. Join the discerning readers of SubStance, who enjoy crossing barriers and challenging limits.

Three issues per year.
ISSN: 0049-2426

Subscribe Today!
The complete back run will soon be available online at libraries and research institutions that subscribe to the JSTOR digital archive.

To subscribe or for a FREE sample issue, order online, phone, or write to SubStance
University of Wisconsin Press - Journals
1930 Monroe Street, 3rd Floor, Madison, WI 53711-2019, USA. Phone: (608) 263-0160, E-mail: journals@uwpress.wisc.edu

www.wisc.edu/wisconsinpress/journals
SOCIAL TEXT

Social Text covers a broad spectrum of social and cultural phenomena, applying the latest interpretive methods to the world at large. A daring and controversial leader in the field of cultural studies, the journal consistently focuses attention on questions of gender, sexuality, race, and the environment, publishing key works by the most influential social and cultural theorists.

For a free trial issue, visit socialtext.dukejournals.org.

4 Issues annually
Individual, $33
Student, $20
(with photocopy of valid ID)
Single Issue, $12
To order, e-mail subscriptions@dukeupress.edu or visit socialtext.dukejournals.org.
Free online access with print subscription.

Special issues include
"The Perils of Academic Privilege" (590)
Ashley Dawson and Melissa Joler Schiller, special issue editors
"The Border Next Door: New York Migrants" (588)
Carlos Ulises Deneza and Margaret Gray, special issue editors
"Edward Said: A Memorial Issue" (587)
Patrick Dero, Gyan Prakash, and Elin Shokat, special issue editors

socialtext.dukejournals.org
Next in Style

Style in Fiction

Volume 41, Number 2, Spring 2007


Barbara Dancygier. Narrative Anchors and the Processes of Story Construction: the Case of Margaret Atwood's The Blind Assassin.

Elena Semino. Mind Style Twenty-five Years On.

David Hoover. Corpus Stylistics, Stylometry, and the Styles of Henry James.

Catherine Emmott, Anthony J. Sanford, and Eugene J. Dawdyiak. Stylistics Meets Cognitive Science: Studying Style in Fiction and Readers' Attention from an Inter-disciplinary Perspective.

Mick Short. Thought Presentation Twenty-five Years On.

Information on Subscriptions and Sales

Style is now accepting new subscriptions and renewals to volume 40 (2006):

Institutions $50; Individuals $35; Students $23; all add $8 for foreign postage

Current single numbers $15; add $2 for foreign postage

Attention Librarians and Collectors: Back volumes of Style may be purchased at $12 per volume for volumes 1-16 (plus $6 per volume for foreign postage) or at $180 for all 16 volumes (plus $20 for domestic postage and $30 for foreign postage). Volumes 17 to the present volume may be purchased at $52 per volume. Add $6 per volume for foreign postage. Inquire for single issue prices. Address orders to the Managing Editor, Style, Department of English, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL 60115-2863.

Please enter my subscription to Style for Volume 41 (2007)

Please make checks payable to Style in U.S. dollars and send to: Business Affairs, Style, Department of English, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL 60115-2863.

Name __________________________ Address __________________________

City ___________________________ State ___________ zip ___________

My check in the amount of $___________ is enclosed.

Style accepts Visa and MasterCard from subscribers purchasing a minimum two-year subscription. To pay for a two-year subscription by credit card, complete the above form and provide in the space below the full name of the cardholder as it appears on the credit card, the card number, and the expiration date.

Name __________________________ Card #: ___________ Exp. date ___________
CROSSINGS
A COUNTER-DISCIPLINARY JOURNAL

CROSSINGS is a yearly publication that invites contributions from a variety of disciplinary perspectives. Of particular interest are submissions which foreground the limits of their own disciplinary practices and which attempt to situate those practices within their own history.

The editors of CROSSINGS are continually interested in reviewing high-quality submissions for upcoming issues. While each issue is generally organized around a theme, we always welcome unsolicited articles relevant to our journal’s concerns.

Annual subscription rates are $11 for individuals and $21 for institutions. Please contact us at:

CROSSINGS
Department of English
Box 3312
Huntington University
Huntington, NY
13530-6000

Or via email:

xings@binghamton.edu

For more information please visit our website:

http://xings.binghamton.edu
Works and Days 47/48
Intellectual Intersections
and Racial/Ethnic Crossings

Lingyan Yang, Guest Editor

Featuring:
R. Radhakrishan on Race and Double-Consciousness
Gary Y. Okihiro and Elda Tsou on Social Formation
George Lipsitz on Unexpected Affiliations
Rajini Srikanth on When Empathy Disappears
Karen Leong on Asian American Studies
Lisa Poupard on Voicing Resistance, Sharing Struggle
Daryl Maeda on Black Panthers, Red Guards, and Chinamen
George Yudice on Rethinking Area and Ethnic Studies
Juan Poblete on U.S. Latino Studies in a Global Context
Katherine Sugg on Crossing Coloniality
Amar Wahab on Contesting Cultural Citizenship?
Katherine Manuelito on Womenism to Indigenousism
H.L.T. Quan on Theories of International Relations

Special Double Volume Price: $10 Individual / $60 Institutional

Works and Days
English Department
Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Indiana, PA 15705